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Titles 38” Title Sequence (GFX 100%) 

 
Menu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

52” Intro 
 
Welcome to our world! 
 
And welcome to Arsenal World. 
 
On today’s show our very own Brazilian wonderkid, Gabriel 
Martinelli, is centre frame for his Close Up.  
 
Vivianne Miedema joins the 100 club.  
 
And we hand our newest signing, Takehiro Tomiyasu, his 
Arsenal World debut.  
 
But before all that, the legendary Sol Campbell returns for 
the final part of his career reflective.  
 

Sting 
 

  

Arsenal 
Albums 

4’00” Arsenal Albums – Sol Campbell Pt3 
 
Frimmy: We've got Kolo Toure here, obviously one of your 
partners and Martin Keown here as well. I wanted to know, 
because obviously if you put these guys together, they will 
create an absolute beast of a defender. What's one thing you 
would take from each of them? 
 
Sol Campbell: Martin Keown is as honest as the day is long, 
you know? He wants to just give it his all, give it his all, give it 
his all and he's a fierce competitor as well. He wanted to win 
every game. He wanted to make sure we were doing it right as 
well. Always wanted reassuring, but you know, he's a confident 
guy and a winner. And then Kolo, just the enthusiasm that he 
brings, enthusiastic about football, learning, smile on his face. I 
want to keep on doing well. I'm here, I want to learn, I want to 
take every bit of energy out of this and then put it back in with 
love and being sincere and he was just a delight to play with. 
 
Frimmy: Winning the Premier League unbeaten as well, no 
other team has done that. What was it like? 
 
Sol Campbell: These are some really good pictures. You've got 
to send me these! 
 
Frimmy: Come on! 
 
Sol Campbell: That's me having a massage. I always loved my 
massages. 
 
Frimmy: Yeah, winning the league unbeaten. What's that like? 
And still the record holds with us. 
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Sol Campbell: You know it's such a special kind of moment in 
life. At the time, you don't really know. It doesn't really sink in 
straight away. You're thinking, 'Yeah we've won the league and 
it's fantastic.' 
 
Frimmy: Next game, next game. 
 
Sol Campbell: You don't... it's only when you look back now 
that you reflect back on how special and how unique the feat we 
accomplished is really. I feel those accolades, they choose you. 
You don't go out and say, 'I'm going to do this, I'm going to do 
that.' This one is like, hmm, because you can hit the post and 
someone can get a lucky win and it happens like, 'How did we 
lose that?' I think you've got to have the right ingredients, you've 
got to have the right players, you've got to have the right attitude 
and the right environment, but a lot of teams have had that over 
the decades and not done it. I'll never forget it. 
 
Frimmy: Listen, you said you started off as a striker, yeah? 
Look at this here. Absolute screamer, yeah? 
 
Sol Campbell: Yeah, technique and everything 
 
Frimmy: What even makes you do that?  
 
Sol Campbell: What makes me laugh is there’s LuaLua in the 
background and he’s probably saying ’Do you know what, yeah, 
Sol’s not gonna do that’ and then I’ll show you what I can do. 
Just give me the space and I’ll show you, but I used to do that 
all the time. Sometimes when you’ve got players who can do it 
for you, you kind of just think, 'I can do my stuff now and just 
defend'. Before, sometimes I had to do everything, be the 
defender, midfielder, goalscorer, but when you get to a bigger 
team that know what they’re doing, you work less. The bigger 
games you might have to think I’ll ramp it up now and put a 
couple more gears in and go into fifth and sixth gear and go, but 
when you’re in this scenario in a proper team, you’re probably in 
third gear. You don’t have to because everyone is kind of 
cruising and making the right decisions and the timing of the 
tackles and goals… you know… it’s not a big effort, and then 
when a bigger team comes in, then the whole team elevates 
and you think, okay, I’ve got a couple more gears to go and 
because you’re playing against teams that are at sixth gear and 
you’re at three. And then when the bigger teams come in, then 
you go into fourth and fifth and you go on. You want teams and 
players who have got more gears to come, not fully maxed out 
and you can’t win. If their team is fully maxed out every week, 
you’re not going to win. 
 
Frimmy: Obviously that year we won the FA Cup, but then I 
remember you were injured at the beginning of the season and 
you came back and scored a brace against Everton. This must 
have been really, really special to you… Look at this! Big 
headers as well!  
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Sol Campbell: It’s always nice. I would have loved to score a 
hat-trick, that would have been good. 
 
Frimmy: Yeah, I was thinking, you probably thought because 
you scored both in the first half, you know what, I’m getting my 
hat-trick… 
 
Sol Campbell: I’m going to get one, yeah, another one! But for 
me, just coming back from injury and scoring a couple goals is 
always nice. Clean sheet, scored two goals, played well, the 
only thing is that I didn’t score a hat-trick! And I think it was my 
birthday 
 
Frimmy: Oh really? 
 
Sol Campbell: Yeah, I just turned 31, something like that, yeah. 
 
Frimmy: You know what I thought is quite interesting is that you 
didn’t spend that much time at Arsenal, but when you get legend 
status, some people feel you need to be there 10 years, 15 
years, whereas your time was quite short, but you were able to 
capture the hearts of all Arsenal fans and get that legend status. 
That must feel great to do that in half the time of some legends 
at the club… 
 
Sol Campbell: I think it’s the stuff, obviously the move and the 
kind of amazing football and it was a special time and unbeaten 
and doubles and leagues and… So all those things wrapped up 
in a very short space of time, I think it shows that I’m not resting 
on my laurels. I want to get the job done. 
 
 
Frimmy: Ah mate, listen, it’s been an absolute pleasure, Sol, 
going through your life, This is Your Life: Arsenal edition. Sol, 
thank you, it’s been an absolute pleasure. 
 
Sol Campbell: Thank you. 
 
 

 
Sting 

  
 

 
Gunners’ 
Greatest 

 
1’30” 

 
Gunners’ Greatest 
 
From last gasp-winners, 
 
To title clinching triumphs, 
 
And scintillating victories.  
 
Our fans have experienced football at its finest down the 
years, and this season on Arsenal World we’re checking 
out the Gunners’ Greatest moments!  
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This week we relive the goal that clinched a famous double,  
and secured Sylvain Wiltord's place in Arsenal's history. 
 
In a closely fought title race full of twists and turns, Arsene 
Wenger’s attacking team scored in every Premier League 
game of the 2001/02 season, and found themselves leading 
the pack at the tail end of their domestic campaign.   
 
League goal SOT	
 
For	once,	the	FA	Cup	Final	was	played	before	the	climax	of	the	
league,	a	game	in	which	an	unstoppable	Arsenal	rolled	over	
London	rivals	Chelsea.		
	
SOT	two	goals	/	Trophy	Lift	
	
With	silverware	already	secured,	we	travelled	to	Old	Trafford	four	
days	later	in	high	spirits,	needing	just	a	point	to	complete	the	
Club's	third	Double.	
	
Despite	a	few	big	name	absentees,	we	controlled	much	of	the	game	
and	it	came	as	no	surprise	when	we	broke	the	deadlock	early	
in	the	second	half.	 

SOT	Wiltord	goal	

The	goal	sparked	wild	celebrations,	and	a	'Champions	Section'	
banner	took	pride	of	place	in	the	away	end	at	Old	Trafford,	and,	
after	the	final	whistle	blew,	a	triumphant	Arsenal	team	sprinted	
over	to	celebrate	one	of	the	club’s	finest	moments	with	our	fans.	 

 
 

Sting   
 

Takehire 
Tomiyasu 
 

5”00 Takehiro	Tomiyasu	
 
Welcome	to	Arsenal	Takehiro	Tomiyasu!	The	Japan	international	
joins	us	from	Serie	A	side	Bologna	at	the	end	of	a	bustling	transfer	
window,	and	as	the	latest	edition	of	a	new	look	squad,	can’t	wait	to	
get	his	season	at	Arsenal	underway.		
	
Takehiro	Tomiyasu:	I	am	buzzing	to	be	here	because	Arsenal	is	one	
of	the	biggest	clubs	in	the	world	and	to	play	in	the	Premier	League	
was	my	big	dream	when	I	was	young,	so	I	am	happy	to	be	here.	//	I	
never	imagined	that	I	could	play	as	a	player	of	Arsenal,	so	I	am	so	
excited.	
	
During	his	time	in	Italy,	Takehiro	became	a	regular	in	Bologna’s	
defence,	making	63	appearances	in	his	two	seasons	with	the	Serie	
A	side,	and	being	the	versatile	talent	that	he	is,	will	happily	fill	
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in	wherever	needed.	 
 
TT:	For	me,	it	doesn’t	matter	because	the	most	important	thing	is	to	
play	in	the	game,	so	if	the	coach	told	me	to	play	striker,	I	would	play	
striker!	For	me,	it	doesn’t	matter	which	position	I	play.	//	I	think	I	
can	play	with	both	feet,	I	can	play	every	position	as	a	defender	and	
I’m	an	intelligent	player	so	I	can	always	read	the	next	situation.	
That’s	it.	 
	
The	22-year-old	defender	started	his	career	in	his	homeland	
with	Avispa	Fukuoka,	and	is	now	proud	to	represent	Japan	in	
the	Premier	League,	joining	compatriot	Mana	Iwabuchi	at	
London	Colney.		
	
TT:	I	already	sent	a	message	to	her	and	she	said,	‘I	am	cheering	you’	
and	I	am	also	cheering	her!	We	have	a	good	relationship	I	think!	//	
In	this	moment,	there	are	two	Japanese	players	including	me,	and	
Minamino	who	plays	at	Liverpool	and	to	play	in	the	Premier	League	
is	difficult	for	Japanese	players	because	the	Premier	League	is	so	
physical.	But	I	am	delighted	to	play	in	the	Premier	League.	
 
 

Sting   
 

Throw to 
Break 

14” Throw to Break 
 
That’s the half time whistle here on Arsenal World but we’ll 
be back after the break with Gabriel Martinelli in Close Up, 
and an exclusive look at Aaron Ramsdale’s debut against 
West Brom.  
    
 
 

Break   
 

Menu #2 28” Welcome Back 
 
Welcome back to Arsenal World. 
 
Still to come: 
 
We catch up with young Brazilian forward Gabriel Martinelli 
in Close Up.  
 
And an exclusive look at all the action from Aaron 
Ramsdale’s debut against West Brom. 
 
But first, it’s time for the restart.     
 

Sting   
 

Restart 1’00” Restart –  
 
Vivianne Miedema scored her 100th goal for the club, firing 
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in a hat-trick against Slavia Prague in the Women’s 
Champions League. So to celebrate a monumental 
achievement, we’re restarting this week’s show with a look 
back at some of our numbers 11’s best strikes in an 
Arsenal shirt.  
 
 
 
 

Sting   
 

Close Up 
 

6’00” Close Up –  Gabriel Martinelli 
 
GM: I have always dreamed to play for Brazil and for my 
country, I never thought the dream could be possible. 
 
GM: My family loves the Olympics. Of course, football, but my 
Mum loves volleyball a lot too. Yeah, I watch football and 
volleyball with my Mum.   
 
GM: The coach wanted to call me up, but at the time I was 
injured. I was invited to some friendly games before the 
Olympics. He told me he that he knows my potential and he was 
just happy to have me in his squad, because at one point I could 
be important in the tournament and said that I was in his plans, 
so it was good for me. I got so happy because it was a dream 
come true.  
 
GM: It was fantastic, the level was good of course. I didn’t feel 
out of place, I remember my Dad always liked Dani Alves and 
he has won just about every title, so it was amazing to go to the 
Olympics with him. Yeah of course when you are next to them, 
you look at the players and you see the way that they play, it’s 
amazing, you need to learn from it. Of course, it gives you 
confidence, it’s like a gift. If you are playing well then you play 
for your country, so it’s good and it gave me confidence.  
 
GM: I went to Tokyo ready to play and it was great to make a 
contribution. I asked the coach if I could take one of the 
penalties and I was confident that if I got the chance then I 
would take it. I have taken other penalties, but it was for Arsenal 
against Liverpool in the Carabao Cup 2019. 
 
GM: I brought this (Olympic Gold medal) it’s a huge honour to 
win an Olympic Gold Medal, and who knows? Maybe I can 
another one in Paris. It was a wonderful experience, I cannot 
explain it, it was amazing, and I want to say thank you for all of 
the support we had.  
 
GM: It’s always nice to play for your country, but we have a lot 
of work to do at Arsenal and my focus right now is helping the 
team to get back to where we belong.  
 

Sting   
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Behind the 
Scenes 

2’00” In Focus – Aaron Ramsdale 
 
In a swashbuckling display at the Hawthorns, Aaron 
Ramsdale’s debut for the club may have gone unnoticed 
after our forwards stole the headlines.  
 
GOAL SOT 
 
But with an assured performance and clean sheet to boot, 
there was plenty to like about our summer signings 
introduction to the Arsenal faithful, and our cameras were 
on hand to bring you a closer look at Aaron’s perfect start 
to life in an Arsenal shirt.  
  

Sting   
 

Added Time 1’00” Added Time 
 
We’re into Added Time now on Arsenal World and this 
season we’re handing that time over to you, the fans. Every 
week we’re checking out the best shots from supporters 
around the globe and here’s today’s instalment. 
 
First up is this snap from Michael, on his trip to Chichen 
Itza in Mexico.  
 
Next, we have this photo from Grigoris, representing the 
club in Cape Town, South Africa.    
 
And our final runner up is this arty shot of Siddhartha in 
Lamjung, Nepal.  
 
But our shot of the week comes from Kennedy, announcing 
the birth of his daughter in style, all the way from Kenya.  
 
Want to appear on Added Time? You can send us your 
photos direct to our email, addedtime@arsenal.co.uk. The 
best shot of the year will win a special prize at the end of 
the season, so get snapping, and we’ll see you soon right 
here on Arsenal World.	
 

Sting   
 

Next Week 50” Next Week 
 
That’s full time for this edition of Arsenal World, but we’ll 
be back with plenty more next week. 
 
Aaron Ramsdale shares his footballing journey so far in 
Close Up.  
 
Summer signing Nikita Parris is in the hotseat for the latest 
edition of Teammates.  
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And we go behind the scenes on our first team’s photocall.  
 
All that, and more…only on Arsenal World!  
 

Titles 33”  
 

Total 26’00” (Including Stings) 
   

 


